
Pantries , kitchen drawers , desk drawers , kids toy storage

areas , under the bathroom sink , etc . using existing materials

around the home and/or assist you source storage products

of your choice .

Provide gentle guidance as you decide what to keep , donate ,

recycle , re-purpose , or discard .

Create lasting systems unique to you and your family 's needs ,  

routines and habits . 

Helping to rearrange the space so it is more inviting and

functional .

Organize and style spaces for a more cohesive and

streamlined aesthetic .

Remove donations or trash from the property , by request .

We offer hands-on organizing assistance in areas such as : 
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We keep your preferences, ideas and
lifestyle in mind throughout the process of
getting your space organized. Our process
is simple: firstly we explore your needs and
expectations via phone/video calls and
when necessary do in-home assessment.
Organizing sessions last 3-5 hour - where
we work together so we can determine the
best possible and lasting solution for your
space.

Please call +264 855505050 for availability,
ONLY Weekend dates available.

TESTIMONIAL
Please contact @thepenatuhome to sort out your place. Everything she touches

turns into gold, like look at that! Please spoil yourself for Christmas and call her up.
Awesome job, forever grateful. - Nadia, Windhoek 

PERSONAL ORGANIZING

N$200/hour for hands-on organizing
(additional cost of storage and
organizational products not included)

N$250/hour for jobs that require traveling,
at least not longer than 45 min  outside
Windhoek.  

PRICING

VIRTUAL ORGANIZING

N$200 once-off :  includes 30 min Zoom call
or platform of your choice, for one on one
organizing support in one room/space, and
an emailed list of suggestions for work and
product purchases. 

N$450 once-off: personal shopping for
organizing products and bins. Additional
costs for the products apply. 

SHOPPING

We do FREE basic labelling, specialized
labels can be purchased at additional
cost. 

LABELS


